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YOU’LL TWITCH!
YOU’LL GASP!
YOU’LL SHAME!
YOU’LL DIE FROM
SHOCK!

WHEN YOU FINALLY GET
YOUR COPY OF ETERNITY #18
All right, I know. This issue of Eternity is late. Almost a year and a half late. But I'm not the first fanzine editor/publisher to complain about how things don't turn out like you plan. And I won't be the last either! Just wait 'till you hear my excuses about why SEZ WHO #2 is late. Plenty of dead bodies in that excuse! I could tell you about my problems getting money, time, contributions, more money, even more time, and still more money. These things aren't cheap, ya know! But I won't tell you that. I won't tell you the long, depressing story of how impressionable young Sam Gafford was confronted by the "Grim One" himself. "I'm starting up the U.F.O., kinda like the old B.P.P." he said. "Neat!" I said. I say neat an awful lot, along with 'far out', 'crazy, 'groovy', and 'pass me the portable Godzillia please'. I immediately began thinking of the kind of zine I wanted to do. But I said I wasn't going to go into all the things that have made this zine as late as it is. Interested parties can always write for the sordid details! (Color 8x12's are available as well. as autographed copies of the court transcripts are still available at bargain prices!)

Eternity is late, but still represents the kind of zine I envisioned way back when I saw Jimbo. It is, or I hope it will become, a showcase for different types of strips. The one thing you will never see here is a superhero strip. There is a superhero glut in comics today. The majors are full of them, as are many of the minors these days. The last thing fandom needs is another superhero strip. Instead, I wanted to feature the misfit strips; horror, mysteries, SF, and anything else that came to mind. Which brings us to the contents for this issue. In these pages you will find a: horror strip, a pirate strip, and a mystery set in the future. Not your typical fare, and that's the kind of thing you can expect to find in Eternity: the unexpected! I hope everyone enjoys this look at strangeness outside of typical fades! Wait'll you see next issue! Yes! An all Jack the Ripper issue! Who's says originality is dead and molding in the cheese? Not me, fella! I'm afraid of cheese! Especially muenster cheese. Eternity is a special kind of zine, and one that I hope you enjoy and feel it was worth the wait. I agree that this isn't as good as I'd like it to be (after all, I only had a year and a half to get it ready), but the next one will be better.

(Continued on Page 11)
THERE ARE MANY GOOD HOTELS IN VIBORG, BUT MY COUSIN WHO VISITED THERE DID NOT STAY IN ONE, AT LEAST, NOT WHEN HE FOUND...

NUMBER 13

FREELY ADAPTED FROM THE SHORT STORY BY M. R. JAMES

WHEN MY COUSIN WENT TO VIBORG TO STUDY CERTAIN CHURCH DOCUMENTS, HE STAYED AT THE GOLDEN LION. HE HAS NOT BEEN BACK SINCE...

THE SUN HAD ALREADY BEGUN ITS DECLINE WHEN HE ARRIVED AT THE HOTEL AND WAS DELIGHTED WITH THE OLD FASHIONED ASPECT OF THE PLACE...
It was research into the church history of Denmark that had brought Mr. Anderson to Viborg. It had been brought to his attention that in the Rigsarkiv of Viborg were papers relating to the last days of Roman Catholicism in the country...

It was Mr. Anderson's intention to spend at least a fortnight in examining these papers and hoped that the Golden Lion could provide a room.

Basically, I need something to serve as bedroom and study. Do you have anything?

Eventually, number 12 was selected. Like its neighbors, number 12 had three windows, all on one side of the room; it was fairly high and unusually long...

Suppertime was fast approaching, but Anderson had enough time to look over the list of his fellow lodgers...

As was the custom in Denmark, their names were displayed on a large blackboard. There were some bagmen, an advocate, and a lawyer. The lawyer was in number 14, next to Anderson. There was no number 13...
"Strange," he thought, "I've never seen a number 13 in any Danish hotel. I wonder if there have been people who refused to stay in the thirteenth room?"

Anderson forgot to ask the landlord this question at dinner and spent the evening unpacking. It was at 11 o'clock as Anderson was readying for bed, that he remembered that the book he'd been reading, which alone would satisfy him, was in the pocket of his coat, hanging outside the dining room.

WHERE IS THAT MACHER BOOK?

To run down and secure it was the work of a moment. He arrived quickly back at his room, or so, at least, he thought, but when he arrived there, turned the handle, the door refused to open. He caught the sound of a hasty movement toward the door from within.

He had tried the wrong door, of course, but was his own room at left or right? He looked at the number: it was 13. Anderson's room would be to the left, so it was.

IT WAS NOT UNTIL HE WAS ASLEEP IN HIS OWN BED, THAT HE REMEMBERED THAT WHILE THERE WAS NO NUMBER 13 LISTED ON THE BLACKBOARD, THERE OBVIOUSLY WAS SUCH A ROOM. IT WAS PROBABLY A SERVANT'S ROOM OR SOMETHING OF THE KIND. HE FELL ASLEEP REMARKING TO HIMSELF HOW HIS ROOM FELT SMALLER IN THE DIM LIGHT...

The next day, Anderson attacked the papers at the Rigsgarkiv of Viborg. Among them were letters relating to Bishop Jørgen Friis, the last Roman Catholic to hold the see. In these were frequent remarks about a house owned by the bishop, but not inhabited by him. Its tenant was a local scandal.
"HE WAS A DISGRACE," THEY WROTE, "TO THE CITY, HE PRACTISED SECRET + WICKED ARTS + HAD SOLD HIS SOUL TO THE ENEMY." THE BISHOP MET THESE REPROACHES BOLDLY. NO ONE WOULD HAVE BEEN MORE WILLING THAN HE TO CONDEMN M. NICOLAS FRANCKEN IF THE EVIDENCE SHOWED HIM TO BE GUILTY...

ON HIS WAY BACK TO HIS ROOM THAT NIGHT, ANDERSON DECIDED TO MAKE SURE THAT NUMBER 13 REALLY EXISTED BEFORE ASKING THE LANDLORD WHY IT WASN'T LISTED ON THE BLACKBOARD...

IT WAS OBVIOUS. THE DOOR WAS THERE WITH THE NUMBER 13 AS PLAIN AS COULD BE, + WORK OF SOME KIND WAS GOING ON INSIDE, FOR HE COULD HEAR FOOTSTEPS + VOICES, OR A VOICE WITHIN. THEY CEASED AS HE DREW NEAR, + A QUICK HISSING BREATHING AS OF A PERSON IN STRONG EXCITEMENT...

HE RETURNED TO HIS ROOM + WAS STRUCK AGAIN AT HOW SMALL THE ROOM FELT. HE LOOKED FOR HIS PORTMANTEAU, WHICH THE PORTER HAD PLACED AGAINST THE FAR WALL BUT IT WAS NOT THERE. NOR WAS IT ANYWHERE ELSE IN THE ROOM. HE DECIDED TO ASK THE MAID ABOUT IT IN THE MORNING + WENT TO THE RIGHT WINDOW...

THE LIGHT BEHIND HIM CAST HIS SHADOW ON THE OPPOSITE WALL, ALONG WITH HIS NEIGHBORS. NUMBER 13 WAS A TALL, THIN MAN - OR WAS IT A WOMAN? - WITH A DRAPERY UPON HIS HEAD. A FLICKERING RED LAMP CAST HIS SHADOW...

ANDERSON LEANED OUT HIS WINDOW TO SEE IF HE COULD MAKE ANY MORE OF THE FIGURE, BUT COULD SEE NOTHING BEYOND A FOLD OF SOME WHITE MATERIAL ON THE WINDOW-SILL. A DISTANT STEP ON THE STREET STARTLED NUMBER 13. HE JUMPED AWAY + THE RED LIGHT WENT OUT. ANDERSON LEFT HIS CIGARETTE ON THE WINDOW-SILL + WENT TO BED.
Next morning, he drowsily told the maid, "You must not move my portmanteau. Where is it?" The maid laughed and left. The portmanteau was exactly where the porter had left it when he arrived. He couldn't understand how it had escaped him last night, but there it was now...

Not only did the daylight remind him how large his room was, but the cigarette he had been smoking the last night was now on the middle window-sill. Anderson could have sworn ten times over that he had placed it on the far right window, but here it was in the middle...

He started to go down to breakfast and noticed that number 13's boots were still in the hall, but the number on the door was 14, not 13. He walked back to make sure he had not passed it, but the next room was his, 12. There was no number 13 at all.

Anderson continued his work at the Rigsgorky, hoping that time would fix whatever was causing him to be so careless. He found only one other letter regarding Mag Nicholas Franchen. "Against whom," the bishop wrote, "you have dared to allege certain false and malicious charges hath been suddenly removed from among us, the question for this time falls..."

Search as he could, Anderson could find no clue to the cause or manner of the 'removal' of Franchen. He could only conclude that Franchen had died suddenly. The archivist could shed no light on the matter, nor on where the bishop's house could have stood...

But it was not this that occupied his mind when he spoke to the landlord over dinner...

Why is it that I've never found a room number 13 on the hotel lists in Denmark?

Strange you should notice that! You see, we provide mostly for the commercial class, and they'd just as soon sleep in the street as in number 13!
MANY STORIES HAVE BUILT UP OF MEN WHO'VE SPENT NIGHTS IN A NUMBER 13 + NEVER BEEN THE SAME AGAIN.

THEN WHAT DO YOU USE YOUR NUMBER 13 FOR?

MY NUMBER 13? WHY, DIDN'T I JUST SAY THERE ISN'T SUCH A THING IN MY HOUSE?

YES, ONLY I HAPPENED TO THINK, THAT IS, I FANCIED LAST NIGHT THAT I HAD SEEN A NUMBER 13 + AM ALMOST CERTAIN I SAW IT LAST NIGHT AS WELL.

THE LANDLORD LAUGHED + DISMISSED THIS NOTION, BUT ACCEPTED AN INVITATION TO JOIN ANDERSON IN HIS ROOM TO SMOKE A CIGAR LATER. ANDERSON EXTENDED THE INVITATION JUST IN CASE THE MYSTERIOUS NUMBER 13 APPEARED AGAIN, + AVOIDED PASSING THE DOOR ON HIS WAY TO HIS ROOM...

THE ROOM FELT SMALLER AGAIN, BUT THE PORTMANTEAU WAS IN PLAIN SIGHT ON THE BED. ANDERSON MOVED TO THE WINDOW + STUDIED THE MOVING SHADOWS.

THERE'S MY THIN NEIGHBOR, BUT WHY IS HE DANCING?

THE FIGURE NEXT DOOR, 14, HAD BEEN LET TO THE QUIET LITTLE LAWYER, WHO WAS NOW LEAPING ACROSS HIS WINDOW WITH ARMS WAVING + LEGS KICKING. THERE WAS NO SOUND OF MOVEMENT FROM NEXT DOOR.

JUST THEN, THE LANDLORD ARRIVED...

STRANGE, I THOUGHT THIS ROOM WAS LARGER.
They had been talking some time when the lawyer began to sing in a high, thin voice that cracked from long disuse. It sailed up to a surprising height and was carried down with a despairing moan. It was a horrible sound.

I don't understand it! I've heard it once before, but sure it was a cat. Is he mad?

He must be; what a sad thing! Such a good customer, too.

Just then, the lawyer from number 14 rushed in...

I beg pardon, sir, but would you kindly desist from...

He stopped when he realized the noise could not come from this room.

What does it mean? Where is it?

Surely, Herr Jensen, it comes from your room next door?

Impossible! I was convinced the noise came from the room next to mine!

Was there no door between your room and mine?

No sir, at least, not this morning!

Ah! Nor tonight?

Suddenly, the voice died away into a crooning laugh...

The three men shivered at the sound...

Come, Herr Kristensen, what does this mean?

Good heaven! I know no more than you, gentlemen. I pray I never hear such a noise again.

So do I.

But we must do something. Shall we go and investigate in the next room?

But Herr Jensen has just come from there. It's no use.

I am not so sure. He may be right. We must go and see!
They grabbed a nearby stick + umbrella + hurried into the hall. Number 13 was there. A light shone from under the door. They turned the handle but the door stood fast...

Herr Kristiansen, rush + fetch your strongest servants we must see this through.

The landlord nodded + hurried off, glad to be away...

It is number 13, you see?

Yes, there is your door + there is mine.

Suddenly...

Look out!

My room has three windows in the daytime.

By George, so has mine!

The landlord arrived with 2 strong men who refused to enter that devil's den after hearing the details. After much threat, they dashed at the door. The younger man raised his crowbar + dealt a tremendous blow. There was no cracking or rending of wood, only a dull sound as if the wall had been struck. The man dropped his tool + rubbed his elbow. All eyes turned to him.

When they looked back...

Number 13 had passed out of existence...
Dawn to arrive at the two men retired
to a new room provided by the
anxious landlord. When they collected
their things for the evening, both
number 12 + number 14 had three windows.

Next morning, the servants began to
break apart that area closest to where
number 13 had been. You might
suppose that a skeleton was found—
say, that of Mag Nicholas Franchen—
but all that came to light was a small
copper box.

Inside was a neatly folded vellum
document, with 20 lines of writing, but
neither Anderson or Jensen (who was some-
thing of a palaeographer) could deter-
mine what language it was in, much less
which way the writing was meant to be
read...

Perhaps it's Latin,
or maybe Old
Dutch?

Anderson ventured no surmises. The box+
paper were given to the Historical Socie-
ty of Viborg, remains in their museum...

I heard the whole story from him some
months later, when he, or rather, I had
laughed over the contract by which
Daniel Salthein, (in later life prof
of Hebrew at Königsberg) sold him-
self to Satan...

Young idiot!
How did he know what company
he was courting?

But he refused to draw any infer-
ences from his story or to assent
to any that I drew for him.

(continued from page two)

In closing, I'd like to thank everyone who's helped me on the long road
to getting this published. Thank you to everyone in the U.F.O. who put up with me
for so long. Honestly, when I named this zine Eternity, I didn't expect it to
take me that long to put it out! Extra special thanks go to Jim Main; for get-
ing me started on this again, for your words of encouragement, and kind offer of
Baron Hawk as a feature; thanks also to Steve Keeter for his encouragement, in-
credible patience, and excellent inkings on Trent from the very smallest of pencil
sketches that I gave him. Deepest regards to you all. Thanks also to contrib-
utors Lynn Michael Savage (letterer), Curt Metcalfe, and Mike Donner. I hope
that you all can find something worthwhile in these pages, and again, I'm sorry
about the wait. I'd like to say it'll never happen again, but that'd be foolish.
Delays are a part of fanzine publishing, as are the pleasures. Let's hear your
reactions to this. Bad? Good? Want to hit me with a piece of rotted cheese?
Let me know! 'Till the swallows come back to Pearth! Semprini!

Sam Gafford editor/ manic in charge
Nothing, to me, is so infuriating as that state of disorientation arising from a sudden awakening during sound sleeping. There are various reasons for such a shock; falling downstairs in a dream, rolling heedlessly off the bed, or hearing an unexplainable noise in the night.

Such a case involved one Mr. Richard Turnlow, who was unceremoniously awakened from his deep slumber one night, because he thought he heard a noise coming from downstairs in his darkened house. Half asleep, he wondered what he had heard. It was a creak of some sort, wasn't it? Yes, he thought, it surely was, but what caused it?

As he laid debating whether he should go back to sleep or listen for another noise, he heard the creak again; only louder, closer.

Slowly he rose from his warm bed and walked over to the bedroom door. When he opened it, he felt a breeze of such cold air that he wished he was still asleep beneath the comfortable blankets.

Sleepily, he made his way downstairs and checked the rooms one by one. He found nothing amiss, and forgot that surely there must have been a window open somewhere; where else could that cool wind have come from?

His mind had already begun to return to nocturnal slumber before he climbed into bed. Snuggling close to his wife's unmistakably curvaceous form, he said an affectionate good night.

That statement was echoed hollowly from the still figure next to him. It took several minutes for Mr. Turnlow to remember that his wife had died over three years before and for him to tear away from the thing's cold embrace to run screaming through the night. --end.
BARON HAWK

Story by Jim Main
Art by Steve Lafler

Baron Hawk, his own vessel sunk and his crew dead, finds himself on the ship of a group known as... The Brotherhood of Rouges!

The captain asked you a question, man... what have you decided?

I'd rather stay here and take my chances with the sharks aboard this craft!

A good choice, friend! Now we'll have a test to see if you're worthy of our company... if you're up to it!
I'm a bit weary, but... hell, let's get on with it!

Fine! A man of spirit! Bear, go see what our friend is made of!

My pleasure, Cap'n!

Haw! Haw! This shouldn't take long!

Well see about that!

Displaying amazing speed for one so large, Bear grabs Hawk's leg before he can pull it back!

Say your prayers, little man!
HAVE A FREE FLYING LESSON, COMPLIMENTS OF BEAR! HAW! HAW!

UHHHN!

VOOSH!

BEAR MOVES IN TO FINISH OFF BARON HAWK!

IF I SNAP YOUR BONES, IT WILL MAKE THINGS EASIER FOR THE SHARKS!

IT CAN'T END LIKE THIS! NOT NOW.

UHH... MUST STAND UP... MUST FIGHT...
GOOD LORD! THE CAPTAIN OF THE BROTHERHOOD... OFFERING ME HIS CUTLASS!

NEED SOME HELP, FRIEND?

TAKE THAT, YOU TUB OF LARD!

AHHH!

HA! YOU'VE THE ENDURANCE OF A SLUG!

BOOF!

WELL! I KNEW YOU MUST BE A HELL OF A MAN WHEN I SPIED YOU DANCING ON THAT TIMBER OUT THERE! LET'S GO TALK OVER SOME ALE!

SOUNDS FINE TO ME, CAPTAIN BLAKE!

BE HERE NEXT ISSUE FOR MORE OF BARON HAWK!
The year is 2139. The world is filled with diplomatic tension, rising crime rates, declining population, and restricted travel. Large areas of the country are restricted. Governmental troops are a common sight. There is still a small, select group of people willing to do anything for a price...

Jeremy Trent is one of these people...

Chapter One: "The Attack!"

Story, Pencils: Sam Gafford
Inks: Skeeter

Early morning, the large house is silent save for the soft sounds of approaching footsteps...
Silently, the beast leaps...

Hey, stop it! It's not time to get up yet!

Trent! Are you coming down for this breakfast or what?

Jeremy Trent Investigative News

Did you finish the case?

Finally.

Good, so now you can pay me. Well...
Grappling, they fall on the lawn.
POW!

KRACK!

Swiftly, Trent regains his balance.

Until a blow in an unprotected area brings him back down...
GET UP, TRENT.

ROBESON? YOU?!!

I SAID, "GET UP!! THE ASSOCIATION WANTS TO SEE YOU, AND YOU REMEMBER HOW THEY HATE TO BE KEPT WAITING?"

— TO BE CONTINUED —
U.F.O. CHECKLIST

The United Fanzine Organization (U.F.O.) is a co-op of fanzine editors who mutually aid each other in the production and promotion of their fanzines, and in promotion of higher standards of quality in the fan press. Fans considering joining the group should contact its current Chairman, Jim Main, for details.

DITKOMANIA - Quarterly, $5 per year. Bill Hall; 10 Farm Hill Road; Middletown, CT 06457

FANDOM WORLD #1 - Still available! Articles, columns, comics and advertisements. 50¢. Jim Main; 125 Fort Hill St.; New Milford, CT 06776

FANDOM WORLD #2 - Phantom cover (Aparo) and article. The second installment of Aparo's old "Stern Wheeler" strip. Plus comics, columns and ads. 50¢

SEZ WHO? #1 - A reviewzine on current comics. Plus articles on the X-Men, Miracleman and the Doom Patrol. $1 from Sam Gafford; 275E Scituate Ave.; Cranston, RI 02920

FRONTIERS '85 #1 - Entirely pin-ups. Artists include Francis Mao and Tim Corrigan. $1.25 from Will Bynum; Rt. 2, Box 100; Bryant, AL 35958

FRONTIERS '85 #2 - Horror issue with an excellent 3 page strip written by John Brien and illustrated by Mark Lamport, that goes by the Stan Leeish title "There's Something In The Treehouse." There's another strip, an Alan Freeman portfolio and an interview with Elliott L. Roden. $1.50 from Will Bynum.

BLAKEMAIL MATERIAL #1 - A fun collection of humorous covers and illustrations by Larry Blake. Included are works that have been published in AMAZING HEROES and other publications. $1 from Larry Blake; Rt. 1; Reedsville, OH 45772

MOONSTONE #10 - Mark Shedlock and Ed Zaleski of ORIGINAL COMICS are interviewed. Chuck Bunker gives an overview of the WLH Publication zines. Plus Kevin Collier's regular column "Pub Trends." Plus even more! $1 from Ross Raihala; 802 Hawthorne St.; Cloquet, MN 55720

BRIGADE COMICS #5 - Publisher-writer-artist Wade Busby's popular super-hero team book. $1 from Wade Busby; 4028 54th Ave. SW; Seattle, WA 98116

PLASMA #5 - The magazine of Fan Comics, Jeff Wood's Snowbunny, Larry Blake's Nightshade and Wizard's Tower. $1.25 from Pseudo Comics; 6056 Wellesley Way NE; Seattle, WA 98115

IT'S A FANZINE #31 - One of the most deservedly popular fanzines. The article "Web Of Controversy" examines whether or not Spider-Man has been acting out of character. Also part two of "The Teenage Creations Of Steve Gerber" and "Precurors Of Modern Comics Art." Plus reviews and letters. $1.25 from Gene Kehoe; 6223 Forest Ave.; Des Moines, IA 50311

FANTASCAPE #3 - The first U.F.O. issue of the excellent stripzine with a message. $1 from Steven Mark Shipley; 2157 Glenwood Ave.; Toledo, Ohio 43620

TETRAGRAMMATON FRAGMENTS - The bi-monthly U.F.O. newsletter with contributions from the membership. $4 for six issues from chairman Jim Main (see
ETERNITY 2

SPECIAL JACK the RIPPER ISSUE!!!